
NOUN: ă = /œ/ VERB: ă = /œ/ ADJECTIVE: ă = /œ/ 

bag catch sad 
OTHER (CONJUNCTION): ă = /œ/ 

ADJECTIVE: ĕ = /E/ 

wet 

NOUN: ĕ = /E/ 

bench 

VERB: ĕ = /E/ 

OTHER (INTERJECTION): ĕ = /E/ 

yes 

NOUN: ĭ = /I/ 

salt ____ pepper 

help and 

____! 

gift 



VERB: ĭ = /I/ ADJECTIVE: ĭ = /I/ OTHER (PREPOSITION): ĭ = /I/ 

wish rich with 
NOUN: ŏ = /A/ 

box 
OTHER (INTERJECTION): ŏ = /A/ 

ah* 

VERB: ŏ = /A/ 

jog 

ADJECTIVE: ŏ = /A/ 

NOUN: a:(r) = // 

farm 

VERB: a:(r) = // 

march 

comes ____ fries 

__! 

hot 



ADJECTIVE: a:(r) = // OTHER (ADVERB): a:(r) = // NOUN: ŭ = /ø/ 

dark far nuts 
VERB: ŭ = /ø/ 

rush 
NOUN:  B = /U/ 

hook 

ADJECTIVE: ŭ = /ø/ 

plump 

OTHER (ADVERB): ŭ = /ø/ 

up 
VERB:  B = /U/ 

push 

ADJECTIVE: B = /U/ 

How ______?  

go ____  

good 



OTHER (INTERJECTION): B = /U/ NOUN: û(r) = /‰(r)/ VERB: û(r) = /‰(r)/ 

poof world* 
ADJECTIVE: û(r) = /‰(r)/ 

firm 
VERB: ā = /eI/ or /ey/ 

OTHER (PRONOUN): û(r) = /‰(r)/ 

hers 

NOUN: ā = /eI/ or /ey/ 

jail 
ADJECTIVE:  ā = /eI/ or /ey/ 

safe 

OTHER (INTERJECTION): ā = /eI/

yay 

his and ______  

turn 

paint 



NOUN: ē = /i/ or /iy/ VERB: ē = /i/ or /iy/ ADJECTIVE: ē = /i/ or /iy/ 

leaf feed cheap 
OTHER (ADVERB): ē = /i´/ 

here 
ADJECTIVE: ī = /aI/ or /ay/ 

NOUN: ī = /aI/ or /ay/ 

pies 

VERB: ī = /aI´/ or /ay/ 

OTHER (PRONOUN): ī = /aI/  

mine 

NOUN: ō = /oU/ or /ow/ 

stove 

hire 

nice 



soak cold* more 
NOUN: ū = /u/ or /uw/ 

food 
OTHER (INTERJECTION): ū = /uw/ 

VERB: ū = /u/ or /uw/ 

shoot  

ADJECTIVE: ū = /uw/ 

NOUN: ou = /AU/ or /Aw/ VERB: ou = /AU/ or /Aw/ 

VERB: ō = /oU/ or /ow/ ADJECTIVE: ō = /oU/ or /ow/ OTHER (QUANTIFIER): ō = /oU´/ 

cute 

boo owl frown 

 ______ food 



Vowel Sounds & Spellings                   
Word/Picture Cards 

What are the Card Packs 
for? What are their Uses?     
All levels of Vowel Sounds & Spellings 

Card Packs have several useful 
educational purposes: their 228 words 
offer useful examples of the vowel-
sound / letter relationships English-

language learners need to master for 
success in phonics, spelling, and word-

level reading. The four parts-of-
speech categories of each set of items 

encourage classifying  and other 
thinking activities that promote 
vocabulary learning and use.  

And the Cards can be used to play 
many four-of-a-kind card games.   

Vowel Sounds & Spellings                    
Word/Picture Cards 

What’s in this Card Pack?    
The Beginning-Level  

Vowel Sounds & Spellings Card Pack 
consists of 60 word/picture cards—15 
sets of four one-syllable vocabulary  

items that contain these vowel sounds:  
ă ĕ ĭ ŏ a:(r) ŭ  B û(r) ā ē  ī  ō  ū  ou oi. 

Almost all words have common, regular 
spellings in the (Consonant)-Vowel-

(Consonant) pattern. In order, their 
letter spellings are: -a-; -e-; -i-;  

-o-, -a-;  a(r);  -oo-, -u-; -o(r), -u(r),  
-i(r)-, -e(r); -ai-,-a-e, -ay; -ea-, 
-ee-, -e-e; -ie-, -i-e; -o-e,-oa-,  
–o; -oo-,-u-e; –ow-, -ou-; –oy, -oi-.   

VERB: oi = /OI/ or /Oy/ 

join 

ADJECTIVE: oi = /OI/ or /Oy/ OTHER (INTERJECTION): oi = /OI/

oy 

ADJECTIVE: ou = /AU´/ or /Aw/ OTHER (ADVERB): ou = /AU/  NOUN: oi = /OI/ or /Oy/ 
What _____? 

Vowel Sounds & Spellings          
Word/Picture Cards 

What Are Some First  
Steps in Using the Cards?   
Look at and show card faces one by 
one—perhaps in order of their 15        
vowel sounds and parts of speech:   

noun, verb, adjective, other.           

Read aloud (pronounce) each word as 
clearly as possible. Considering its 
picture, make a sentence with the 
vocabulary item that illustrates its 
meaning in that part of speech.   

Covering the word, name the picture. 
Covering its vowel letters, read the 

word again. Spell it aloud, focusing on      
the vowel sound vs. its letter spelling.    

sour now boy 

moist  
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W hat pronunciation, phonics, spelling, or other word-level instruction           
help optimize the use of Vowel Sounds & 
Spellings Word/Picture Cards?  
Not all language students benefit equally from formal, 
structured instruction in patterns, principles, and rules. 
Even so, when questions or problems come up, teacher–         
or expert-centered “mini-lessons” (explanations, rules, 
examples, and spontaneously created “oral exercises”)           
can provide a welcome change of pace. Basic info can           
be presented in simplified form and/or expanded upon: 

 ONE-VOWEL SYLLABLES. Every word must contain at least          
one syllable—pronounced as a separate “beat” in the rhythm       
of speech.  Each syllable has one—and only one—vowel sound,  
said with an open vocal passage (no mouth parts touching).         
The basic, distinct vowel sounds of English—ă ĕ ĭ ŏ ŏ ô, â(r), B,  
û(r);  ā ē ī ō ū au oi—are not always easy to differentiate.   

 VOWEL SOUNDS. The “nucleus” of every syllable is its one 
(stressed) vowel sound; a syllable may be “closed” (ending in 
a consonant in the VC pattern) or open (ending in its vowel).       
(It may or may not include one or more initial consonants.)   
Both one-syllable words in isolation and strongly stressed 
syllables in polysyllabic items are pronounced with full vowel 
sounds that correspond to their letter spellings—in contrast        
to unstressed, “reduced” syllables likely to contain one of          
these sounds: /I ø ´/.   

In both pronunciation and spelling, there are two “kinds”           
of vowel sounds to teach and learn: “simple” or “complex.”         
The former may be more difficult for language learners to 
distinguish or pronounce clearly, but they’re easier to spell.  
The latter can have many different letter spellings.   
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 SIMPLE VOWEL SOUNDS. In elementary phonics instruction,      
the “simple” vowel sounds represented by ă ĕ ĭ ŏ ŭ in 

American-dictionary “respelling notation” are often called  
“short.” The designation does not refer to the relative 

amount of time it takes to pronounce them. In speech, these 
vowels—as well as ô (= O) and  B (= O)—are pronounced as 

“pure,” single sounds with “relaxed” mouth parts.       

As this diagram shows, 
vowels numbered 1, 2, 3 are 

said with the tongue in the 
front part of the mouth—

with the lips (relatively) 
spread or flat. Sounds 4 and 

6 are “middle vowels” 
pronounced with an open  

mouth; for Back-Vowels 5 
and 7, the lips are (partially) 

closed and rounded.    

“Simple vowels” are often, but not always, represented by      
one letter each—a, e, i, o, u.  (Both -a- and -o- are 

common spellings for ô as in tall or dog; - B- words may be 
spelled with -oo- as in foot or wool.) The letter -a– before 

–r can be pronounced a: (= ä) or ô (= O), as in star.  All other 
simple vowels before –r “reduce” to û(r) (= ‰(r)), which can be 

spelled in various ways—as in her, earn, girl, work, hurt, etc. 

 COMPLEX VOWEL 
SOUNDS. Diphthongs 
(“gliding vowels”) like  

ā = /eI/,  ī = /AI/,  ō = /oU/,  ou 
=  /AU/, oi = /OI/—may seem 
like two sounds, but they 

“count” and are written as 
one—as indicated in an  

articulation diagram. 
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As shown by arrows, their articulation begins in one vowel 
position in the mouth and then  move to another. These 
glides and the other two “complex” (“long” or “tense”) vowels 
ē = /iy/ and (y)ū = /(y)uw/, which sound “doubled,” are most often 
spelled by a letter combination in medial or final syllable 
position (e.g., maybe, rain, free, tied, goal, food, out, boy).   

Another regular spelling for the ā ē ī ō ū sounds is one vowel 
letter in the middle with final silent –e after one or more 
consonant sounds (e.g., make, eve, file, home, rude). In 
some accents, complex vowels before /r/ may be said a bit 
differently from comparable vowels before other consonants: 
these may be represented by IPA symbols like /â(r) i´(r) AI„(r)  
O:(r) U(r)  aU(r)/.  It may sound like there’s an /´/ before /r/. 

 VOWEL SOUNDS & SPELLINGS SUMMARY. In shaded boxes,          
the following chart shows the most commonly expected 
spellings—relevant at all language-learning levels—of sixteen     
(16) distinct vowel sounds of American English, numbered           
from 1 through 14—two with (r)—for reference in this               
Activity & Idea Book.  Less frequent spellings for these              
sounds are starred (**). Their American-dictionary (= IPA,        
or International Phonetic Alphabet) sound-symbols are              
printed in white type on black background.  Word examples 
follow, with their vowel-letter spellings underlined.    

-ie- -ie -i-e  -oa- -o-e -oo- -oo -u-e -ou- -ow- -ow -oi- -oy 
10. ī = /AI/ or /Ay/ 11. ō = /oU/ or /ow/ 12. ū = /u/ or /uw/ 13. ou = \Aw\ or \aU\ 14. oi = \Oy\or \OI\ 

cried, tie, wine goal, vote moon, zoo, June flour, down, cow boil, toy 

-a-  -e- -ea-* -i- -y-** -o- -a-** -u- -o-** -oo- -u-* 
1. ă = /œ/ 2. ĕ = /E/ 3. ĭ = /I/ 4. ŏ = /A/ 5. ŭ = /ø/ 6.  B = /U/ 

cat ten big chop gum look, put 

-a- -o- -a(r)- 
7. ô = /O/ 7-r: = \\ 

ball, dog star 

-e- -i- -o- -u- (r) 
1 to 6-r: r = \‰r\ 

her, bird, work, fur 

-ai- -ay -a-e -ea- -ee- -e-e 
8. ā = /eI/ or /ey/ 9. ē = /i/ or /iy/ 

rain, day, care teach, tree, eve 

In addition to the common and alternative vowel-sound letter 
combinations shown above, there are many less frequent and 
even exceptional spellings for vowel sounds.  
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H ow can the material of Beginning/
Intermediate/Advanced Vowel Sounds & 

Spellings Cards be reinforced or enhanced?      
After learners (begin to) master the phonics/spelling 
patterns and principles targeted by the 228 items of            
the Beginning/Intermediate/Advanced Vowel Sounds & 
Spellings Cards, they are likely to succeed in and  
appreciate appropriate follow-up teaching/learning 
activities. These will not only help get “maximum                 
mileage” out of the material of the packs. Also, such   
pursuits can serve as “mastery checks” or exercises             
for reinforcement or enhancement of the material.              
And simple—or complex and challenging—activities can           
also provide variety to expected classroom procedure.           
Here are several sets of suggestions: 

1  FILL-IN SPELLING TESTS           

ACTIVITY SETUP. Prepare for a spelling-
through-phonics-patterns test by              

printing a list of appropriate “missing vowel” 
items on a board—with the targeted letters, 
representing vowel sounds, replaced by blanks.  
To adapt the items to learners’ proficiency 
levels, consider the likely and possible 
spellings for each item. Decide if “final silent 
-e” should be given or optional (in parens)— 
and whether participants will be allowed to 
add (silent) consonants or syllables. Each 
participant copies the list for him/herself.   
Because the visible consonant spellings are 
likely to fit many different words, learners 
will have to listen carefully to test-givers’ 
pronunciation as they write missing letters.  

 1. fl____sh 
2. sw____t 
3. l___mp 
4. bl___nd 
5. ch___ck 
6. h____rt 
7. d____s 
8. th__m(__) 
9. d___l(__) 
10. r___d(__) 
11. g___s(__) 
12. dr_____ 
13. fr_____t 
14. t___th(__) 
15. b____ 
16. ____l 
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TEST ITEMS. A reader with clear pronunciation reads test      
items aloud.  For example, sixteen words for the sample test on      
the previous page might be: 1. flash  2. sweat  3. limp  4. blond   5. chuck  

6. hard  7. days   8. theme   9. pile   10. road   11. goose   12. draw   13. fret      
14. tooth   15. bow   16. oil—all Beginning to Intermediate Level items. 

Repeating the words aloud or to themselves, “test-takers”      
fill in letters for the vowel sounds they hear. 

Subsequent tests with the same item vowels and endings      
can include other words at a comparable phonics-instruction 

level, such as 1. flush  2. sweet  3. lamp  4. blend   5. check  6. herd  7. dies          
8. them   9. pole   10. rude   11. geese   12. drew   13. fruit  14. teethe   15. bay   

16. owl. As participants progress in language proficiency,      
the same list can be used for more challenging items. Possible 

examples are 1. flesh  2. swat  3. lump  4. blind   5. chick  6. heard  7. does          
8. thyme   9. pool   10. raid   11. guise   12. dry   13. freight  14. tithe   15. buy   
16. eel  Later, the same steps can be followed with other fill-in 
word lists—of one– or multi-syllable items of lower, the same, 
or higher levels of difficulty—with different (simple, complex, 

regular, unusual, and/or exceptional) vowel (and consonant) 
spellings to be presented, practiced, and mastered.   

MASTERY CHECK. To check learners’ work on any fill-in spelling 
test, have test-takers read the items aloud; fill in the missing 

letters in a master list visible to all—including “accurate spellings 
for incorrect pronunciation.” Learners compare their spellings with 
those on the correct(ed) list and review relevant phonics patterns 
for vowel sounds and spellings in stressed syllables—especially the 

patterns students may have discovered through this activity. 

VARIATION = PAIRED FILL-IN SPELLING. The above procedures 
for Fill-In Spelling Tests can also apply to pair or group work.      
Each participant gets several (at least two) copies of the same  

spelling list with blanks for missing letters. Independently 
(perhaps with the help of a simple dictionary or word reference 
list), each person fills out List A with letters that produce real 

words—spelling-test items that are especially common, 
interesting, useful, productive, and/or challenging. 
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In turn, everyone in each pair 
or group “dictates” his/her 
filled-in words to one or more 
listeners, who—without looking 
at the speaker’s Spelling List 
A—on List B write the missing 
letters for the vowel sounds 
they  hear in the blanks.            

When finished, they compare 
their spellings to the originals, 
noting the reasons  for any 
discrepancies (most likely, 
incorrect pronunciation, 
listening, phonics patterns,         
or spelling). The same steps     
can be repeated with other 
speakers. “Test-takers”            
can print their answers             
on identical Spelling Lists  
titled C, D, E, etc.   

2  FINDING VOWELS  
Learners that read phonetically might look at appropriate 
sources—signs, maps,  ads, brochures, children’s stories, 

simplified text, and the like—for short words containing the 
vowel sounds and spellings they have been working with—starting 
with common one-syllable items with regular spellings. They can 
copy these in large print on cards and then work with others—
perhaps teachers or helpers—to read the items aloud.    

As usual, maybe with the help of a dictionary, they can try 
saying the whole items, identifying their parts of speech and 
meaning, and using them in context. They can tell the vowel-
spelling patterns and rules they know or have learned. They 
might even arrange the cards in parts-of-speech categories—
for others to try to name.  

Spelling List A 
1. fl  u  sh 
2. sw  a   t 
3. l  u  mp 
4. bl  a  nd 
5. ch  i   ck 
6. h  ea  rd 
7. d  ye  s 
8. th e  m(__) 
9. p  ee  l(__) 
10. r  ea  d(__) 
11. g  oe  s(__) 
12. dr  aw   . 
13. fr igh  t 
14. t ee th( e ) 
15. b ough    . 
16.  ai l 

Spelling List B 
1. fl____sh 
2. sw____t 
3. l___mp 
4. bl___nd 
5. ch___ck 
6. h____rd 
7. d____s 
8. th__m(__) 
9. p___l(__) 
10. r___d(__) 
11. g___s(__) 
12. dr_____ 
13. fr_____t 
14. t___th(__) 
15. b____ 
16. ____l 
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5 VOWEL PATH BOARDS & GAMES  
Quite different from the Bingo/Lotto format/procedures 
are Path-Board games, in which competitors (spin an 

arrow or a top or roll a die to) move on a path, each box of 
which displays a piece of relevant information to react to.  

For example, in                                     
the Vowel-Sound 
Path Board to  
the right, each 
player can put a distinct marker in the Start 
Space and move ahead the designated number of spaces 
in turn.  

On landing on a space, s/he performs an agreed upon 
task, such as saying and spelling a word with that 
sound in the emphasized 
syllable.  (Naming 
and spelling   
additional words 
correctly within  
the given time  
limit could win a 
player “bonus 
moves forward.”                          
Conversely, being 
unable to think of 
words to say and 
spell correctly 
might result in 
penalty moves 
backward.)  

The first person 
to reach the 
Finish wins—               
and gets to lead 
a review session.  

 

With the same or similar procedures,  
vowel sounds and spellings can be 
practiced with longer Path Boards 
displaying phonetic sound-symbols 
repetitively—up to three times each. 

Alternatively, spaces could be               
filled with vowel letters or letter 
combinations instead of sounds 
represented by symbols.                     

Players would have to think of,  
pronounce, and spell aloud words  

with those spellings. (Possible 
spellings for English vowel               
sounds can be copied from              
the grids on page 67.)  

Start  
Here. 

ă =    
/œ/ 

ĕ =    
/E/ 

ĭ =    
/I/ 

ǒ =    /A/ 

ŭ =    

/ø/ 

Finish  
Here. 

ō =  
/oU/  

ū =  
 /uw/ 

ou =  
\aU\ 

oi =  
\Oy\ \OI\ 

 B  
= /U/ 

ô  

= /O/
 a:(r)  

= \(r)
û(r) = 
\‰(r)\ 

ē =  
/i/  

ī =  
/AI/ 

ā =  
/eI/  
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Path Boards designed to practice word-level phonics/spelling can  
be configured in patterns of various sizes and shapes, such      

as those suggested by the templates below.  

As an alternative to vowel-sound phonetic symbols or letter-
spellings, the spaces or these might contain words to read aloud 

with all possible vowel sounds and spellings in their stressed 
syllables—or rimes or rhyming elements displayed in symbols.      
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6  VOWEL SOUNDS “BRAINSTORMING.”  
As a final cooperative / competitive activity for each            
pack of Beginning  or Intermediate  or Advanced Vowel             

Sounds & Spellings Word /Picture Cards, you might want               
to conduct a “beyond-the-materials” brainstorming session.   
To do so, announce and write on a board a vowel sound-symbol       
or spelling at the appropriate level of instruction. You might  
want to choose from the following. (Complex vowel sounds 
before –r may be practiced separately at advanced levels):   

 Dictionary Respellings: ă ĕ ĭ ŏ ŏ ô, â(r), B, û(r);  ā ē ī ō ū au oi 

 IPA Sound-Symbols: /œ/  /E/  /I/  /A/  \r\  /ø/  /O/  /U/ \‰r\  /eI/ or 

      /ey/  /i/ or /iy/   /AI/ or /Ay/   /oU/ or /ow/   /u/ or /uw/   \Aw\ or \aU\  \Oy\or \OI\ 

 Both Kinds of Symbols, Numbered:   1. ă  = /œ/       2. ĕ  = /E/                    
3. ĭ = /I/     4. ŏ = /A/    4 + 6-r. a:r = \r\     5. ŭ  = /ø/       6. ô = /O/                     
7. B = /U/    1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 7-r.r= \‰r\     8. ā = /eI/ or /ey/                               
9. ē = /i/ or /iy/      10. ī = /AI/ or /Ay/       11. ō = /oU/ or /ow/                                           
12. ū = /u/ or /uw/        13. ou = \Aw\ or \aU\        14. oi = \Oy\or \OI\. 

 Common, Alternative, Unusual, and/or Exceptional Vowel 
Spellings: a e i y* o u ai ay a-e ee ea e-e ie i-e ei* eigh**                
igh** oa  o-e ough** augh** oul*** oo u-e ew* eu** ue** ui**               
ieu*** ou   au  aw augh** ow owe* oi oy (Note that because           
the same letter or combination is considered regular or            
irregular according to the sound it represents, the starring 
system [* ** ***] for “more difficult items” works more              
accurately if both sounds and spellings are given.)   

Within a given time limit, individuals or pairs or 
groups of learners list as many words as they                 
can think of that contain the given vowel sound or  
letter(s) in either one-syllable words or the most 
strongly emphasized syllables of polysyllabic items.   

For instance, for the ă = /œ/sound,  they might put 
down cab, plan, scratch, thank, plaid*, laugh*, etc.                   
For ā  = /ey/, they could list play, they*, made, etc.           

cab   
plan 
class 

scratch 
thank 
ask 

plaid* 
laugh*  
aunt* 

laughter*  

jacket 
giraffe, 

manager, 
imagine 
fantastic 
family 
half 

calamity 
relax 

scandal 

Words with /ă/  
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For the single letter a, in addition to ă words, the list 
could contain items with the ǒ ö ā ä(r) sounds—like talk, 
pajamas, swap, create, radio, baking, angel, volcano, etc.  

In each “round,” a team gets one point for every 
correct listing. For more interesting scoring, s/he or 

they could lose a point for every mistake. A more 
active alternative scoring method is for                 

a spokesperson of each group to  read aloud their 
collected words, perhaps telling their meanings or 

using them in context.  All others mark off (cross out) 
the words that they also listed—and get a point for each item 

remaining. One at a time, repeat the activity with other 
phonetic symbols or letter spellings. Add up competitors’ points 

for each round. After a specified number of rounds—or when 
time is called, the player or team with the most points wins.  

In a variation on Vowel-Sounds 
Brainstorming, parts of speech—                  

NOUNS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES, or ADVERBS—
can be specified in each round along with 
a vowel sound or spelling—or a card can 

be drawn from a Vowel Sounds & 
Spellings Pack to determine these.  

Competitors list items that meet both 
vowel-sound/spelling and grammatical 

criteria, scoring the game as described.       

Another variation can be 
based on the classic Game of 

Categories. Create empty 
charts with vowel sounds or 
spellings as column heads—

and meaning classes such as 
Animals, Things, Foods, 

Actions (or Parts of Speech categories) listed to one side. 
Players compete in filling in the boxes with at least one item 

each—for the given category containing the vowel designation. 

Items with -a- 
cap,  

planned,  
class, 

match, bank, 
ask,  racket, 

staff, 
gather, . . . 
wall, father, 
calm, water, 

table, 
garage, 

baby, favor, 
vacation, 

favorite, . . . 

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 

eggs 
shelves 
pencil 
hotel 

bread* 
sweater* 
friend** 

leopard** 

straw 
lawyer 
fault** 

laundry** 
caught*** 

daughter*** 
coffee 

water* 

nice 
wise 
alive 

quiet* 
bridal 

reliable* 
violent* 

VOWEL PARTS-OF-SPEECH GAME 

NOUNS:            
ĕ = /E/ 

VERBS             
ô = /O/ 

ADJ.         
Ī = /AI/ 

Score = 4 Score = 5 Score = 5 

 -a- -e- -i- -u- 

Things  pencil iron  
Foods salt eggs   

Actions catch  climb hug 

VOWEL-SPELLING GAME OF CATEGORIES 

Animals cat  lion bull 
-o- 
dog 
gold 
 

hold 


